Infrastructure & Analytics
AT A GLANCE

Manufacturing is in the middle of a data-driven digital transformation and
manufacturers must achieve perfect alignment between architecture, business
platforms, cloud, and desired business outcomes. Are your facilities capable of
ingesting real-time intelligence to support accurate and timely decision-making?

ThoughtFocus provides the following Infrastructure and Analytics
services:

DATA ARCHITECTURE

CLOUD-CENTRIC ARCHITECTURE ROADMAP

Data architecture services deliver game-changing,

When you migrate from legacy to cloud technology,

cloud-enabled scalability that enables faster time-to
-market. ThoughtFocus’ data architecture experts
help you rapidly build, test, and QA your architecture

based on true demand. A cloud roadmap from

with sound change management principles built into

ThoughtFocus will help you get from now to next

the framework.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND MODERNIZATION

INSIGHTS AND ANALYTICS

The interactions people have with your organization

With all the news around predictive analytics, and

include multiple digital and physical touchpoints

machine learning, ThoughtFocus works to improve

across multiple channels. Frictionless experiences

business outcomes by getting the data insights that

deliver data and interactions that depend on a

matter to the people who need them so that you can

modern, distributed, back-end architecture.
integrating and modernizing systems so your
multiple pieces are experienced as one – creating
a cohesive environment that drives employee
customer satisfaction.
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BUSINESS PROCESS
AUTOMATION
Agility is needed to support a modern, agile
manufacturing workforce. ThoughtFocus helps
manufacturers tackle challenges with comprehensive
business process automation roadmaps. When data
and applications are decoupled, it becomes possible
to automate processes and rapidly deliver predictable
business outcomes.

GET IN TOUCH TODAY
A symbiotic relationship exists between architecture, systematic insights, business platforms, cloud, and
you look for ways to digitize core business functions, get in touch. Let’s talk about ways to avoid many common
pitfalls – which degrade the end-to-end customer experience, including:

Failure to balance investment in customer facing systems and supporting internal platforms
experience
Rigid governance and overall lack of agility that hinders the ability to keep up with evolving customer

Want to learn about ThoughtFocus’ end-to-end process for creating systematic insights, modernizing core
platforms, accelerating business outcomes, and de-risking transformation? Get in touch today for a holistic
deep dive supported by decades of technical and business know-how

ThoughtFocus helps forward-looking companies innovate and achieve a better future faster.
ThoughtFocus’ innovative and cutting-edge technology solutions enable its customers to deploy
new capabilities faster, deliver better user experiences, and drive operating efficiencies. We do this
through executional excellence and mitigating the risk of change. With headquarters in the U.S.,
the Company has more than 2,100 employees in locations spread across 5 countries.
For more information, please visit the company website www.thoughtfocus.com.
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